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Anchored in

SAFETY

Bordelon Marine believes that training and awareness
are the first steps in ensuring a safe work environment
for all employees. For that reason, Bordelon Marine and
Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders have both implemented
the use of Hazard Identification Tool (HIT) cards for
Hazard Identification. HIT cards assist employees in
identifying possible hazards. This process is designed to
systematically break down common activities into tasks,
identifies hazards and/or risks then determines which
control measures are needed.
HIT Cards should be started during the daily “Tool Box
Talk” safety meeting. After the meeting, each individual
(if working alone) or small group (if working together on
the same task) will bring the HIT Card to their work area to
assess the area, tools and work conditions to determine
which controls are needed. If the task including area,
tools, conditions or people change the HIT Card should
be reviewed and updated. If the changes were significant
a new HIT should be conducted to prevent confusion.
continued page 2
HIT CARDS CAN BE VIEWED INSIDE ON PAGE 3

New Year...
New Hull!

NEW ANCHORED IN SAFETY LOGO RELEASE PAGE 4

Second Stingray expected to deliver later this summer.
As we welcome in the New Year and say
goodbye to 2013, we as a company have much
to reflect on. The first in our Stingray series
(M/v Connor Bordelon) was successfully
delivered. A term contract with Baker
Hughes was established. We mobilized and
integrated a full Well Stimulation kit to this
vessel, and accomplished the addition of a
Well Stim notation to its COI. The OPS group
took a number of its processes to the next
level. Refining and evolving its ISM program
in conjunction with rolling out a new vessel
operating software package. The company
had one of its safest years on record,
celebrating another (1) year company-wide
no LTI milestone in December. 2013 saw
consistent downward trending in all injury
and first add categories. Six of our vessels
celebrated their (6) year no LTI milestones,
Three others celebrated their (5) year no
LTI, and two vessels celebrated their (3)
year no LTI milestone. These are just a

few of the accomplishments that we can
and should all be proud of. 2013 was also
a year of many new challenges and lessons
learned. We reconfirmed that it takes nothing
less then the hard work and dedication of a
full company of people to make a business
a success. This past year leaders emerged,
experience was earned, and invaluable
lessons were learned that will support us
well into the future. 2014 will be a year where
we put all of these experiences to work,
and have a chance to see our operational
improvements bare fruit. We are already
seeing huge gain in production efficiencies
and cost savings on hull 102. This vessel is
scheduled for delivery in August, and we are
on track to meet all of our budgetary and
scheduling goals. This vessel will be named
the M/v Shelia Bordelon and will have an
interesting twist to its paint scheme. 2014
will be an exciting and dynamic time for
Bordelon Marine.

Notes from the Helm
I’m still a little surprised each time I pull into the yard,
and don’t see a big blue boat called the Connor stretched
out along the length of our dock. It’s finally away and off
to work. And I must admit I feel on one hand like a parent
who just sent their kid off to school for the first time.
But on the other hand, I am excited to see the vessel go
out and prove its worth. I’m quit certain we’ve built an
exceptional boat, and now I’m eager for the industry to
see it.
Each New Year brings with it, new challenges and new
opportunities. I know that we will meet all of these with
an energy and pride that has made this company great.
Bordelon Marine remains in a state of growth that will
define the company for many years to come. We have
successfully delivered our first Stingray class vessel and
hull 102 is well on its way to completion and delivery
this summer. Applying the lessons learned in 2013 will
certainly improve the next vessel, improve our systems,
and make us a stronger company. I’m excited to see what
our Shipyard can do going forward. continued page 2
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Notes from the Helm

Yard Talk

Exciting times!

Having recently delivered the Connor Bordelon, the first in the
Stingray Class series, and also the first ever vessel delivered from
Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders, words cannot describe how proud
I am of our team. We delivered to the fleet a very capable, cutting
edge vessel that will serve this company proudly for decades to
come. This build was not without its challenges, but we met each
challenge head on as a team and overcame each and every one.
Building and delivering this sophisticated vessel from a new shipyard
with a new team is no small feat. This accomplishment has garnered
us attention throughout the entire industry as a force to be reckoned
with. Hats off to the entire team!

I’m also very eager to see what our Operations Group can do in 2014. It’s
their time to shine. We have a very talented and experienced group of people
in this division, who have been working quietly behind the scenes to keeping
our core fleet running well, while setting up for the deep water markets. We
continue to grow internally and externally each day. Plans that were set into
motion as far back as 2010 are now coming to fruition as Bordelon Marine
completes its transformation and establishes itself as a true deep water
player. I’m confident that 2014 will be a breakout year for Bordelon Marine.
Hang on! Here we go!

Wes Bordelon
President & CEO
Bordelon Marine

Ronald Morgan is holding a tag line for a lift during the
construction of Hull 2 at the shipyard.

Hull 102 is well into its construction cycle, and by all accounts,
will be an even bigger success than Hull 101. Building on lesson
learned, process improvements and you, the shipbuilders, our
future is bright and our opportunities are endless. Moving into the
New Year we must stay focused on our core values.

•Safety
•Quality
•Schedule
•Cost
These Core Values need to be incorporated into our work
schedule daily. In walking Hull 102 prior to our Holiday
break, below are a few observations I noted that requires
every ones immediate attention.

• Line Control• Not only promotes safety by
eliminating trip hazards, but encourages better
quality and reduces cost by doing it right the first
time every time!
• Equipment Care and Protection- we work around
very expensive, hard to replace equipment every
day. It is everyone’s responsibility to ensure that
all equipment is being properly protected at all
times. If you see a piece of equipment with
its protection removed or compromised,
stop and restore the protection. If you
cannot restore the protection yourself,
notify a supervisor immediately.
• Attendance- It is important that each
and every one of you to report to work
on time every day in order for us to
make our schedule. Your supervisor
has 10 hours of work scheduled for
each of you every day, each day you
miss is 10 hours our schedule slips.
Be part of the solution, not part of
the problem!

Look for the
next issue of
Dockside
in late
Summer 2014

Take pride in what you all have
accomplished and enter this New
Year with enthusiasm about what
we will accomplish in the future. The
best is yet to come!

Dirk Cortez
Vice President
Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders

Ready to Start Another Year!

Bordelon Marine Employees, as we stand to close another year, it’s only right
and natural to look back. We might want to reflect back and see where we
succeeded, where we failed and what we might have done better are differently.
With that said, you can take pride in the job that was done this year. So rather
than look back, I want to call on each of you to look ahead.
This new year promises to be filled with challenges and change. It also
promises to be filled with opportunity. We will be taking delivery of another
stingray class vessel and that leaves the door open for new vessel crews.
Looking ahead to the coming New Year, we all see the upcoming changes
that Bordelon as well as the Oil and Gas industry will have to make. Some
of these will be dramatic others rather subtle. None of these changes will be
insignificant and with your help we can handle these changes with open arms.
For example we face bringing a new and much larger vessel into service, new
regulations, new competition, new technologies, and so forth. These are some
challenges we can expect.
Going forward each vessel will receive an International Safety Management
(IMS) code book. This is the code which we will be adopting. I will be expecting
all crew members to read and start to understand what ISM is all about. You
will also hear such codes as Safety Management System (SMS) and Document
of Compliance (DOC). So take your time and understand where we are going.
I also want everyone to understand that the OVID process will continue to
be a key component to Bordelon Marine’s success or down fall. Let’s make
this process a success! As we go through these audits, I have seen much
improvement, but I have also seen the failure to correct the same deficiencies.
These are the fundamentals that you as mariners need to be addressing. We
have added key personal to assist any and all concerns you may have, so
please use the resources that are available to you. With your help we can have
a great 2014.

Stephen Cheramie
Director of Operations
Bordelon Marine
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SPOTLIGHT

DJ Cortez

Bordelon Marine

So, where are you from?
I grew up on the Westbank in New Orleans
and went to high school on the Northshore.
I moved back home study Mechanical
Engineering and Structural Engineering at
the University of New Orleans and received
an Associates degree.
I picked this area of study because I was
influenced by my dad’s career choice and
I’m interested in how things work.
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What is your role at BMI/BMS?
I am a Project Manager, making sure
vendors stay on schedule and they know all
the info so nothing is put on hold or waiting
for completion. Making sure all projects
stay on schedule.
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Bordelon

With the delivery of the M/v Connor Bordelon this past fall, news organizations around the world have
taken a keen interest in Bordelon Marine, and the amazing story of a little company from southern
Louisiana that is turning out world class vessels. The last half of 2013 saw an impressive number of
in depth articles from many of the Industry leading periodicals, spotlighting the vessel, company, and
most importantly the team behind the scenes that has made this vessel and company a success. From
some of the well-known regional magazines like Work Boat and Marine Log, to the highly accredited
international magazine, Tug & OSV to Offshore Support Vessel and American Ship Review, Bordelon has
62
received consistently
positive accolade across the board. Further confirmation that the work being done
over these last two years has produced a world-class vessel and is on par with any top-tear shipbuilder in
the world today.

>>> Many of these articles are posted on the Bordelon Marine website under PRESS. <<<

Anchored in

SAFETY

The HIT Process is only used for Low Risk Tasks that do not require a Job Safety & Environmental Analysis
(JSEA). JSEA’s continue to be utilized for tasks with higher risks involved. HIT Cards are turned in to
Health Safety & Environmental Safety (HSES) Department for review. This enables the HSES Department
to ensure that the procedure is being followed correctly and to schedule further training on the process
if necessary.
The HIT cards for the vessels and the shipyard differ. This is
to ensure that the process will work best for the environment
in which it is used. All vessel crew members and all shipyard
foremen have been trained in the HIT Card procedure to make the
process run smoothly and be effective. This procedure has been
successful thus far and we anticipate that it will continue to evolve
and become an important safety tool for all employees. Here is an
example of what our HIT cards look like!

Aaron Elizabeth Portier
Safety Coordinator
Bordelon Marine

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN MARINE SERVICES

How did you like working for Bordelon
Marine along with you dad?
Aggravating... Just kidding, we don’t work
directly with each other, but It’s nice to
have him around as a mentor if I need
anything. I enjoy my job and get to use my
skills on a daily basis.
What do you do for fun?
Golf. My best score was 81.
Are you telling the truth?
Yes! It’s on record at TPC, ask anybody.
I plan on beating Stephen one day.
Did you plan to start a family so young?
Yes. I’m 24 and have one son, Hudson who
is 14 months and another boy on the way,
expected in early April. We already picked
his name, Cohen.
MONTHLY

SAFETY FOCUS
BMI

BMS

JANUARY
Back Safety

JANUARY
Fall Protection

FEBRUARY
Fall Protection

FEBRUARY
Eye Protection

MARCH
MOC

MARCH
Drug Free Workplace

APRIL
Slips, Trips, & Falls

APRIL
Emergency Preparedness

MAY
Drug Free Workplace

MAY
Hot Work

JUNE
Hearing Conservation

JUNE
Hurricane Preparedness
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did ya know...?
SAFETY MILESTONES

KUDOS
EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2013

MV Will Bordelon
The MV Will Bordelon received a 2
Year No Lost Time Incident (LTI)
Award to Technip with Chevron on
November 5, 2013. Bill Watson, the
dive supervisor for Technip on the
Will accepted the LTI award with
Wes Bordelon. Great job staying
safe aboard the vessel!

Anchored in Safety
Anchored in Safety arrived to
Bordelon Marine in early 2012
and developed to help promote
Safety in all areas of work whether
a mariner on a vessel or shipyard
employees. This also extends to
all executives and to every office
worker. This re-branded logo will
be a useful tool company wide to
display our conscious effort to put
safety first in our jobs and attitudes
to reach many safety milestones.

ASK SAFETY
WE WANT TO KNOW...
Do you have safety concerns?
Do you have a safety topic you would like to know more about?
If so, let us know by sending an email to
safety@bordelonmarine.com
Senders will remain anonymous.

going the extra MILE
ST. BALDRICK'S

Kudos to four employees who went
above and beyond for Bordelon
Marine throughout the year of
2013. These employees were
awarded an Excellence Award for
2013 and received a plaque shown in the photos above. The chosen ones
are from top left going down Trudy Milligan, Administrative Assistant
for Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders; Aaron Portier, Safety Coordinator for
Bordelon Marine and Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders; James Schureck, VP
of Business Development for Bordelon Marine and last but not least, Chris
Martin, HSE Manager for Bordelon Marine. All employees were noticed at
this event and a special thanks to our fearless leader, Wes Bordelon for
allowing us to have such a fun night out.

BLAST from the PAST

Many people get involved in charity's each year and if you would like to
join in the fun here are a few ways. Sarah Bordelon, Wes' wife is involved in
a great charity called St. Baldricks. This organization helps support child
cancer research. St. Baldrick's is hosting an event on March 29, 2014 at the
Dueches House in Metairie, LA where Sarah will shave her head in support
of this great cause. If you would like to help Sarah reach her goal please
email marketing@bordelonmarine.com for the link to make a donation.

James Schureck, VP of Business
Development; has volunteered to
kickstart our Blast from the Past
section with an old photo from
his long hair era. If his memory is
correct (which only he can know)
this is from circa 1995 at Exit In
in Nashville. Think you got the last
laugh? Think again. James gets
to nominate the next person to
submit a photo for this section.
Once you except the offer, you will
get to pick the next person to keep
the fun going!

BLACKLIGHT RUN
If you like color, running and think you glow in the dark... You can join in
the fun of a BLACKLIGHT RUN 5K! This Blacklight Run will help support
Children's Hospital in New Orleans. This will be Abby Roccaforte's second
year participating in a charity 5K. If you would like to join her team, please
contact Abby directly for more information. This event will be held at NOLA
Motor Sports Park in Avondale, LA on July 26, 2014 at 6PM. It's a great
event to get out for a good cause and bring the family along for some fun.

Please visit our website @ www.bordelonmarine.com for more info on our vessels, safety
records or company policies. Questions or concerns regarding this newsletter, please email
them to marketing@bordelonmarine.com Dockside © 2013 Bordelon Marine

(If you need an updated version of James see the
photo above under Kudos.)

Bordelon Marine
127 Waguespack St
Lockport, LA 70374

Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders
682 Thompson Rd
Houma, LA 70363

